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 It is clear from recent correspondence from a number of new members, that 
they are asking for us to cover topics which have already appeared in earlier issues 
of Leyland Torque and the Journal.  The answer to this of course, is to get the back 
numbers!  All of them are still available and they don’t take up much space.  Current 
issues of Torque and Journal cost £6 and £7 respectively, incl. postage, if bought 
individually (pre 2009 issues being each £1 less).  So, here is a special offer to those 
new members – purchase 10 or more back issues and you can have them at half price 
– if you order them prior to our Gathering at Gaydon on the 17th July we will bring 
them to Gaydon and that will save a considerable amount of postage.
 With regard to articles appearing in the magazines we have a few in stock 
so please bear with us if you have not yet seen your words in print; it would 
however be good to get more contributions and it would be nice to hear from you 
in this respect.  It was really good to get the article from Benni Haspel from Israel 
following the coloured picture in Torque No.50 and it would improve the variety of 
the magazines to hear about some of the lesser known aspects of Leyland Motors 
– hopefully you will fi nd this years Journal interesting in this respect.   Who can 
tell us about Leyland’s relationship with Ashok, also some of the overseas agents 
and depots?
 You will fi nd the subject of Gift Aid raised again on the Society pages as this 
is fi nancially a most important item for the Society.  Once we are up and running 
with Gift Aid signatures it will be much easier to keep up to date but we really do 
need your signed forms back please to make the most of it for the Society.
 With regard to the preserved Leylands coming back from Jersey, more 
information is still coming to light and the follow up article has been postponed for 
the moment.  Thank you to Andrew Spriggs for a host of information, and the article 
will be prepared when time permits.
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GIFT AID  -  MOST IMPORTANT !

 As mentioned in the last issue of Torque we had to redesign our Gift Aid form 
to enable us to go back four years, to the 2006/07 fi nancial year, to claim gift aid 
for each of those years as well the current year.   Most members have sent back the 
forms and we have now put in a Gift Aid claim for the earliest year that we can go 
back to, the later years will be claimed soon – there is a lot of work in doing this but 
it has to be worth it for the Society.   Before doing this we aim to send out the form 
again to those who did not return the form in the stamped addressed envelope and 
we would much appreciate a quick response.  Please return these to the Membership 
Secretary just as soon as possible, even if to just notify us that you are not a tax payer 
– most people are and this would be of great benefi t to the Society.

LEYLAND GATHERING, at GAYDON
Sunday 17 July 2011

 This year’s Gathering is nearly upon us and we hope you’ve entered a vehicle, 
if you have one that is.  Don’t forget that entry to the Leyland display is free but there 
is an admission charge to view the museum collection.  Each entry will be given one 
free ticket to the museum but additional tickets are £7 each (usual price £11) if you 
purchase them in advance (send a SAE with a cheque for the required number of 
tickets to David Bishop, “Sunnyside”, Whitchurch Road, Aston, Nantwich, CW5 
8DB, cheques payable to “The Leyland Society Ltd” please).  Delivery of tickets by 
post cannot be guaranteed if received by the Society after 4th July 2011. There is still 
time for entries as long as they are received before 30th June.

WHERE ARE WE GOING?

 Following the questions raised in the last issue of Leyland Torque a number 
of comments and suggestions have been made and ‘thank you’ in particular to John 
Battersby, Michael Crooks, Tim Moss, Alan Townsin and Ralph Wilkinson  -  these 
are the people who have sent emails and others have commented verbally so my 
apologies if I have not mentioned your name here.
 Ralph has mentioned that he is a member of a Yorkshire Historical Society 
and also a Lancashire Historical Society and these Societies went through a similar 
brainstorming or heart searching exercise concerning their library/archives and were 
sighting very similar arguments about the need to do something, whether to obtain/
rent premises or whether to bother at all.  The outcome was that the Yorkshire Society 
deposited their records in the University of Huddersfi eld (formally Huddersfi eld 
Polytechnic) Library where the records are professionally supervised by librarians/
archivists and kept in a proper climate-controlled environment where the collection 
has grown to around 20,000 items.
 The Lancashire Society deposited its small collection of less than 2,000 items 
in the University of Central Lancashire (formally Preston Polytechnic) Library.  In 
both cases the collections are still accessible to Society members.
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 It has to be said that although these are both large counties, the interest in 
their subject matter is more likely to be relatively local compared with the subject 
of Leyland Motors where the products and premises were worldwide – access has to 
be readily available to all members, and the general public if there is to be a healthy 
interest in the collection of memorabilia and records
 Tim Moss, a “younger” member of the Society is seeking to fi ll further gaps 
in his knowledge of Leyland but has found it diffi cult to access archive information, 
particularly from the British Commercial Vehicle Museum despite numerous 
attempts.
 Clearly the BCVM has a magnifi cent collection of records and photographs 
and does not just have Leylands, but, like all self-funding museums that have to 
survive fi nancially on a shoe-string, they rely on volunteers to extract information or 
supervise personal visits – it is just not easy and there aren’t anywhere near enough 
volunteers to administer the process properly.
 Another local organisation is the Lancashire Records Offi ce which holds 
some very interesting information on Lancashire and Preston registration records, 
and it was at one time planned that the archive from the BCVM should be transferred 
to the Lancashire Records offi ce.  However, your editor has personally visited the 
offi ce to extract information but, you have to know what they have and ask for it a bit 
at a time, only to then sit in a “supervised school room” to extract your information.  
The great diffi culty is that you cannot just go and rummage through what they have 
in order to fi nd various gems which otherwise you would not know about and of 
course it is in Preston which is a long way from home!
 Michael Crooks is a relative new comer to the Leyland Society and has had 
considerable help in being able to exchange scanned brochures with another member.  
Following on from this he does not know how many brochures/ handbooks/ spare 
parts books are held by members but feels that it would be worth having a central 
register/index of material held by members who would be prepared or able to scan the 
material to help other members.  In an ideal world all information could be put onto 
disk for posterity, although that would be an enormous task for anybody, so maybe 
individuals or groups interested in a certain model, could collaborate in the task.
 This surely has to be the way forward but it would have to be done in a 
systematic way so that it could be properly controlled and indexed and made 
available.  Not everybody is computer literate or on email but I have found, through 
the “Vehicle Recognition Scheme” with which I am involved, if somebody is 
interested enough in a topic, you can send them a CD or DVD and they can get the 
material printed locally.
 All this takes a lot of time, more time than is available to the Leyland Society 
Committee members, many of whom work enormous numbers of hours in their 
spare time for the Leyland Society already.  Unless volunteers come forward to help 
the only way of achieving what we want is to pay for it to be done in a controlled 
manner.  We are already doing this with Leyland chassis records and build sheets, 
as described in the last issue and this has given an enormous boost to the material 
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that is going to be available.  We are already also scanning photographs which can 
be made available through our magazines and publications though this is as yet on a 
very limited basis.
 It would be good to extend this facility to other items such as vehicle data sheets, 
technical specifi cations, sales brochures, service manuals, parts lists etc – as suggested 
by Tim Moss, and we could achieve this by allocating funds to these projects.
 Anyway, enough said for the moment, this is a start and it would be very good 
to hear from more members, to hear their suggestions and requests for the sort of 
information they would like to see – over to you again?  Please write or email to the 
editor.   MAS

GET THE TAXMAN TO HELP THE LEYLAND SOCIETY

 We have recently been left a legacy by a former member and this will enable 
the Society to consider and put into action some of the suggestions made when 
considering “The Way Forward”.   Many Charities are now making members aware 
of the benefi ts and tax savings that can accrue from gifts and legacies, and the 
opportunity is now taken here to make our members aware of the benefi ts in addition 
to Gift Aid which has been the main focus of attention so far.        
 If you were asked whether you would like some of your money to help a 
charity such as The Leyland Society on your death, or whether you would prefer to 
give it to the taxman instead, what would your answer be?  Not many votes for the 
taxman then!  But have you actually done anything about it?
 Inheritance Tax (IHT) is payable at the rate of 40% on any assets over the 
value of £325,000 you leave on your death, with very few exceptions.  The £325,000 
tax free limit, called the nil rate band, was supposed to have risen to £350,000 by 
now, but it has been frozen for the foreseeable future.
 Anything you leave to your spouse (or civil partner, but not someone you 
only live with), provided you are both resident in the UK for tax purposes, is free 
of IHT, but that usually only delays the problem until the second death.  Married 
couples and civil partners can use any IHT allowance not used by the fi rst to die, but 
for most couples the total tax free allowance even using this concession is £650,000.  
Be very clear, this concession does not mean that single people have an allowance 
of £650,000, nor does it give any help at all if you live together but are not married 
or civil partners.  40% IHT is likely to be payable on all assets in excess of your tax 
free allowance.
 If you leave some money to a Registered Charity though, that gift is tax free 
and the same applied to lifetime gifts to Charity too.  If you would like to remember 
the Leyland Society in your Will, or give a lifetime gift, not only will you be helping 
to continue the Society's good work, but you will also be paying less tax.  The 
Leyland Soceity's Registered Charity number (1137856) should be quoted if you are 
leaving a gift by Will.    

For more details, please contact the Society Secretary, Mike Sutcliffe.
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MILITARY VEHICLES - POST DESIGN SERVICES

 Although we do not manufacture military vehicles these days at Leyland, 
the vehicles that we previously built do still fulfi l a very active role in supporting 
the British Armed Forces in current confl icts such as Afghanistan and for a variety 
of other activities. Obviously the current environments, in which the vehicles are 
operating, particularly when deployed into theatre, are very different from the 
original vehicle requirements in the era of the Cold War. 
 Through the Project PACCAR contract which is in place with the UK 
Ministry of Defence, Leyland Trucks and PACCAR Parts provide design services 
and parts support to ensure that our military vehicles can continue to be operated. 
From an engineering perspective, the main activities that we get involved with are 
either looking at new vehicle applications, or looking to redesign parts that have 
become obsolete due to original supplier not being able to produce original parts.
 One new application that the Leyland DAF 4 tonne CARGO vehicle is now 
being used for is towing equipment that was previously towed by a vehicle that has 
now been removed from service. In order to facilitate this, design changes have 
included a new rear tailboard to allow it to be lowered such that the equipment can 
be hitched/unhitched as required.  Also, as the equipment is not visible when being 
towed behind the vehicle, the addition of a rear view camera to the vehicle allows the 
driver to always keep the equipment in view.  The camera is also used for reversing 
to the equipment when hitching to the vehicle.
 In terms of parts obsolescence, the tooling on the front panels of the Leyland 
DROPS vehicle was no longer available to make replacement parts which have 
suffered corrosion as a result of their many years in service.  As costs of developing 
new parts as pressings were prohibitive based on quantities of parts required, a new 
design has been developed which features a much simpler low cost tooling design
 These two examples show that our vehicles still have a very important role to 
play in the logistics support to our troops.

DROPS L1349 with munitions payload Leyland DAF 4 x 4
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 For this issue Peter has chosen Leyland lorries owned by fi rms in Liverpool.  
The docks have always attracted a very interesting and varied fl eet of lorries, 
particularly heavier models, going right back to the days of steam lorries.  This 
selection comes from a later period although some of the lorries depicted here would 
have encountered the last of the steam wagons.  It is interesting to note that only about 
one half of the lorries shown carry Liverpool registration numbers, perhaps refl ecting 
the harder times encountered in the later years at the docks, and buying second hand 
vehicles.  We are again are indebted to Peter for this selection of photographs Leyland 
lorries from Liverpool; all were taken by him except where stated.      

This Leyland Hippo 19.H1 platform lorry of W R Jacob (probably part of ABL by that time) 
was one of the longest serving Leylands in the Liverpool area, with the picture being taken 
in April 1974 when it was still at work at the amazing age of 24 years.   LKA 369 (chassis 
no. 494031, line no. 99) of 1950, was eventually preserved, although sadly it is not now in 
the authentic Jacobs livery.                                                      (Peter Davies)
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ALV 806 was one of a pair of Leyland TEW9T Octopus (chassis nos. 7510/11) seen when 
new and painted in the livery of Motor Carriers Ltd, Liverpool                             (BCVMT)

HDN332D is a 1966 York registered 26 ton gross Octopus 26OT.1R fl at lorry, photographed 
along Liverpool’s dock road in December 1971.  It belonged to J W Walker & Sons. 
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SKC642 was one of a number of Leylands operated by Wm Rainford, Builder’s Merchants, 
Everton Valley.  It dates from 1955 and is an ECOS2.2R Comet tipper, seen in Regent Road, 
Bootle near Langton BR Goods Depot in July 1967.

A 1959 Leyland Octopus 24.O4 drawbar outfi t of Edward Derbyshire passing through 
Chester in April 1966 - probably returning from Ruabon in North Wales where Derbyshire 
did work for Monsanto Chemicals (chassis no. 590418, line no. 997).
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Although in the livery of the nationally known fl our miller, Spillers, this 1982 Leyland 
Constructor 8-wheeled bulk fl our tanker was photographed in April 1988 at Liverpool’s 
Wilson King mill where it was based.

Liverpool based 1954 BRS Leyland Octopus 22.O1E with laden drawbar trailer in June 
1965. Note the Bradford trolleybus wires causing shadows over its “less than new” livery 
with all the brightwork painted red (chassis no. 532636, line no. 1417)
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1963 Ayrshire registered LAD Beaver artic of Garston Haulage on A5 near Hinckley.  
Obviously the driver supports Everton! The photograph was taken June 1969.

A 1965 Leyland 90 ‘two tonner’ (4.5 ton gvw) photographed in March 1965, seen delivering 
to Chadwick’s Hardware along the Liverpool dock road.
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Taken in Liverpool docks July 1965.   M A Keenan & Sons Ltd No.102, with its Burton upon 
Trent registration, a 1954 Leyland Comet ECO2.3R artic.

This 1955 Derbyshire registered Leyland Octopus 22.O/4A drawbar outfi t of Anthony 
Curran is seen on Liverpool’s dock road in May 1968, loaded with sawn timber. It was new 
to E. Bamford, Alfreton with chassis  no. 550850, line no. 1874,
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186. A Mystery Chassis
 There is so much to include on this topic that it has been decided to write a 
complete article on the development of the Atlantean for a future issue.
187. Liverpool PD2s
 Harold Rushton reports that there were numerous PD2 frame failures in the 
late 1950s.  He spent the last 3 months of his apprenticeship at the Chorley Service 
Plant where frame side members were being changed on a regular basis.  Harold 
believes that the failures were on lightweight frames produced from thinner steel and 
they were replaced with standard side members, both sides being changed.  So far as 
he can remember the failures were behind the rear spring brackets at the junction with 
the drop frame extension but failure points may have varied with different bodies. 
 Malcolm Margetts comments that frame failures were experienced in 1957 
on PD2s from the 1955 to 1957 period and PD3s from the 1956 to 1957 period (see 
Leyland Society Journal no.11 of 2009 – page 33).  He has a suspicion that frame 
material specifi cation and thickness was under consideration in the mid 1950s part 
of a drive to reduce the PD2 unladen weight, Edinburgh Corporation and possibly 
Liverpool were at the heart of this drive.  What a pity Fred Stringfellow, who would 
have headed up the passenger design section, is no longer around to brief us on 
Engineering Department design thinking on the problem.   He suspects that the PD3 
frame may have been a nominal 1/16th inch thicker.  When working in the repair 
shop when an early Ribble PD3 came in for a frame change (between June 56 and 
November 57), the men assigned to this job were very pleased that they had changed 
one side only in situ!
 Malcolm was under the impression that the frame problem was resolved fairly 
quickly and he wonders if the failure seen by David Burnicle at Edge Lane was one 
of the 1955 delivery to Liverpool that were mothballed at Crossleys in Manchester 
for a couple of years?  They had the chassis with an unfi nished body frame, and 
then were completed and entered service in 1958 to 60 after fi nishing at the Edge 
Lane Works.  He recalls that these PD2s had a fi ve seater rear facing seat against the 
bulkhead in the lower saloon, and were used on the Prescot Road tram replacement 
service and were always fully laden (and more) at the weekends.  There was a long 
stretch of cobbled dual carriageway on this route, and speeds of up to 40 mph were 
commonplace, and these circumstances could have encouraged a fatigue failure.
190. Leyland-engined Graders
 Graeme Dewhurst advises that in the late 1950s and early 1960s Leyland 
Motors Ltd. had a sub-division entitled ‘Industrial  Units’, under the wing of the, 
then Technical Director, Walter Pilkington, otherwise known as ‘Pilks’.  Broadly, 
this department was responsible for the design, development, sales, and service of 
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all engines not specifi cally destined for Leyland Group Trucks & Buses.
 The list of customers was a pretty illustrious one, viz. Bedford Motors, Volvo, 
Scania, Marshall Tractors, Fowlers Bulldozers, BET (Railcars ), Glasgow Fire 
Service, (the ill-fated Firemaster), and very special applications such as the back-up 
fi re fi ghting pump engines for the ‘ SS  Canberra’, and also the ‘Oriana’, he believes.  
These O.600, possibly 680 engines also, had to have the capability of being started 
by hand (!) and, with the aid of a cunning de-compression mechanism, they were!  
(He did it himself!).  The above are just some of the users, and it was a secondary 
industry growing within Leyland Motors Ltd.
 One of the bigger users of such engines was Aveling Barford, specifi cally for 
use in their Graders.  Initially they took the 350 engine, but he seems to recollect that 
they went on to use 600s as well.

 Bill Cowan writes from New Zealand and comments that these machines 
are not common in the UK because of our high proportion of ‘sealed’ roads.  It 
was a different story in New Zealand up to a decade or so ago.  These graders were 
wheeled equipment fi tted with a long blade, which could be adjusted in a number 
of directions.  Their purpose was to maintain what we call gravel or unsealed 
roads.  The blade was used to level and improve the road surface by shifting the 
loose gravel surface around to give a uniform level.  The blade could eradicate 
corrugations, potholes and wheel ruts.  The fi rst graders were horse-drawn, then 
hauled by tractors with self-propelled graders appearing in the 1930s.  A favourite 
brand was Caterpillar from the USA.  Some of the heavier graders were fi tted with 

An Austin Western model 99-H Grader, with Leyland O.600 engine, at work in July 1949
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scarifi er teeth behind the drive wheels to tear-up the surface of particularly rough 
roads before smoothing these over with the blade.
 Brian Hardisty, in Australia, remembers the Aveling-Austin 99-H which was 
fi tted with the Leyland AU/600/14 model 6 cylinder diesel engine.  The graders 
were not only 4 wheel drive but also 4 wheel steer – he has seen them driving in a 
“crabwise” fashion down the road with the front axle located on the right of road 
centre and the rear axle hard over to the left with the extreme left hand wheel in the 
gutter.  Ray Ahearn also in Australia, sent particulars from a Galion Graders leafl et.
 Graders are still used in this country to maintain back-country gravel roads. 
They have other uses in levelling new playing fi elds and other surfaces such as airport 
runways.  Their main use in the United Kingdom from the 1960s was in Motorway 
Construction, also in the reinstatement of land after open cast coal mining.    (ATC)

191.  Strange Leyland Artic
 David H. Hall of Vintage Lorry Funerals advises that CDH 557H was a 
forerunner of the Leyland Marathon that was built at the Research & Development 
Department and was sold by Bernard Pickup, Head of Leyland Home Sales, to Ralph 
Ferrie, Managing Director of Brownhills Motor Sales, a Leyland agent.  The tractor 
unit was purchased by Harry Hayward, Managing Director, J Hayward & Sons of 
Walsall Limited and Harry’s son, Brendan, collected the vehicle from Leyland.
 The journey home was eventful as halfway up Keele Hill on the M6 something 
locked up and the vehicle came to a halt in the middle lane, before being forcibly 
towed to the hard shoulder. The bearing at the back of the gear-box had seized and 
this was the start of a number of problems of oil leaks and bearing failures due to the 
steep angle of the prop-shaft caused by the height of the engine. The rear axle saddle 
angles were altered in an attempt to reduce the prop-shaft angle and the reliability of 
the vehicle improved.
 Brendan has fond memories of the vehicle recalling that the cab was mounted 
on a very deep chassis, some 18 inches high at the rear of the cab.  With the Leyland 
680 engine and a 6 speed gear-box, CDH 557H was capable of 60 m.p.h. and was a 
popular ‘beast’ with the drivers.  Bill Leadbetter used it on a night trunking schedule 
between Walsall and Dagenham, before it was used as a tramping vehicle. CDH 557H 
was sold back to Brownhills Motor Sales, in part exchange for a Leyland Marathon, 
and was last seen hauling glass in the Barnsley area.
 Fred Boulton adds that it could not be a Bison as they have have six wheels 
and felt that it may be a Lynx prototype, in that it does not have the production 
version of the front panel.  It certainly was not built in 1965, as Eric Leeming and 
himself were installing the O.500 engine on a layout table in the Spurrier works 
drawing offi ce at that time.  Turbo-charged engines did not become available until 
1969 for vehicle test.  The naturally aspirated Lynx used a header tank integral with 
the radiator, but the Buffalo, with the turbo engine, had a rear of cab gantry with a 
header tank from the Marathon, but installed in a different way.
 The 75 gallon circular tank in the photograph was created for the Gas Turbine 
Truck.  It used a one piece pressed bracket and “U” bolts covered with plastic pipe 
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to hold the tank in place. When costed, this tank was cheaper to produce than the 
“clamshell” 48 gallon tank, so shorter 50 and 35 gallon versions were created, using 
the same end plates, baffl es and bracketry - it became a Leyland standard fi tment.  
The tank was laid out by Fred, the detail design was down to Rodney Swarbrick 
while Fred worked with Fab. Shop on the one piece bracket. 
 Malcolm Wilford has checked the chassis number against Motor Taxation 
records at the Walsall archives and confi rms that it is defi nitely a 1965 issue chassis 
number! (L44149, approx 10/65) the lorry being fi rst registered in 10/69.  However, 
as a prototype, it may have taken many months/years to complete, hence 1965 would 
not be the year of completion.  (All very interesting! – Ed.) 

192. Double Deck Lions  
 The response to this item has been held over to the next issue due to a lack of 
space this time.      

193. Experimental 9 Cylinder Engine
 Nothing concrete on this yet!

194. Differences between the  E.170/1,  E.175 and  E.181 engines?
 A recent engine failure in Alexander’s Tiger PS1, P181, has caused some 
anxiety to owner Bill McAlpine and although new cylinder heads have been sourced, 
there appears to be differences between these and the originals.  It is known that W 
Alexander & Sons bought quantities of E.170/1 and E.175 engines at Government 
sales and it would be interesting to learn of any differences or modifi cations that were 
made to these engines.  David Heathcote’s tow wagon, formerly a Tiger TS8 bus, also 
has an E.175 fi tted but with the dynamo suitably upgraded.   Your thoughts please?

195.  Leyland Cubs in Belgium  
 John W Smith from Sharnbrook, Bedford has sent an intriguing copy of a 
photograph of a Leyland Cub (photo taken by Mr G M Cater of Romford) in service 
in Ostend in the late 1950s but has been unable to identify the vehicle and owner, can 

any reader please help 
out here?   (Note that the 
opening window of the 
windscreen is on what 
would be the nearside of 
the vehicle, not in front 
of the driver!).  This 
resulted from John’s 
interest in 20 ex London 
Transport Leyland Cubs 
which were exported to 
Belgium in November 
1945 and so far only a 
few photographs of these 
have come to light.

A rather poor quality photograph of the mystery Cub in 
Belgium
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 Any historian or economist would tell you that the early 1930s were not a 
prosperous time for the United Kingdom.   Yet we fi nd the demand for bus services 
on the increase by the mid decade, and this was refl ected in the need for W. Alexander 
& Sons to acquire vehicles to cope with the growth in traffi c.
 In the 1920s it was usual for vehicle life to be short, indeed many buses had 
a life-span of only 5-8 years.  The fi scal fi gure of seven years could have something 
to do with it, and our Municipal Politicians, funded by the ratepayers, would indeed 
wish to make political capital by keeping their fl eets as up to date as possible.  Then 
there was the 1930 Road Traffi c Act.  This introduced the Certifi cate of Fitness, 
which initially lasted for fi ve years, which would mean that many 1928 vehicles 
would require recertifi cation in 1935.  The 1930s also saw an increase in the activities 
of Commercial Motor Dealers as road transport interests expanded.   
 Brothers Ernest and Ninian Sanderson 
founded Millburn Motors in 1929, trading 
from 51 Millburn Street, Dennistoun, Glasgow, 
having previously been a bus operator who 
sold out to Midland Bus Services of Airdrie.  
Their relationship with John Sword and Walter 

Above – R55 on the Falkirk Circular; 
note the revised livery with no dark 
blue round the windows, but the 
open staircase is still evident  (All 
photographs in this article are from 
the Allan Condie collection)
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A rear view of ex-Sheffi eld R57, which retained its open stairs, and with its oval PSV licence 
plate.   The pre 1936 arrivals were painted in the old double deck livery of two shades of 
blue and cream.
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Alexander developed not only in business terms, but also the brothers were personal 
friends of most of the major players in the Scottish Motor Traction Group in the 
1930s.  By the mid 1930s Millburn had become heavily involved in the second-hand 
PSV business.  Municipalities realised that disposal value of vehicles, which might 
just go for scrap locally, could be enhanced by selling to a dealer.   The era of ‘part 
exchange’ also came into being, and it is interesting to note that Millburn opened its 
Preston Depot in 1938.   
  The close relationship with the S.M.T. Group Directors meant that anything 
of import arriving at Millburn Street would be immediately reported to John Sword 
or Walter Junior.  Thus the Alexander fl eet benefi ted from the acquisition of a large 
number of second-hand Leyland Titan TD1s in the 1935-40 period which, once 
attended to by the bodybuilders at Larbert Road or Gallatown, would be fi t for 
many more years service, indeed, most ran longer for Alexanders than their previous 
owners.  It is certain that many of these vehicles never actually saw Millburn’s 
premises, they were simply brokers in the deals.   
 Of course, a number were open staircase Titans when acquired and the 
general rule was to convert these to closed stairs before entering service, although 
operational requirements often meant that some retained open stairs for a time.  We 
do not have accurate depot allocations for the period when these vehicles were in 
the fl eet, but their concentration in areas of high population would mean that most 
depots in the Fife and Southern areas would receive some. 
 Sheffi eld Corporation were an early enthusiast of the Leyland Titan and 
purchased these in quantity, from the TD1 right through to the ‘Unfrozen’ TD7.  

R54 was new to Sheffi eld Corporation in June 1929 and came to Alexanders in July 1935.   
It retained its open staircase on entering service.
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Though in the 1920s, the expected life of a vehicle was around 5 years, Sheffi eld and 
other Municipalities disposed of their assets, where appropriate, after a 7 year write 
down period.  This would coincide with the Certifi cate of Fitness, renewable after 
5 years, when the Titans were just out of ticket, assuming that all had to gain such a 
Certifi cate in 1930.  Thus we fi nd 1928 built TD1s withdrawn and sold to Millburn 
Motors in 1935.   
          Add to this Alexander’s 
excellent overhaul facilities, 
and you have the recipe for 
the acquisition of some very 
desirable vehicles to cope 
with increased demand for 
double deck operation.  With 
additional Capital injected 
into the S.M.T. Group now 
that Railway interests were 
involved, funding was in 
place for expansion.

 1935 saw nine 
examples purchased, all 

R85 was another ex-Sheffi eld example, and this photograph shows how the staircase was 
enclosed, using part of the original rear dome assembly.

The odd one out was this Hoyal bodied Daimler CH6 
which ran for 3 years with Alexanders after having been 
fi tted with a Leyland 8.6 oil engine.
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of which had open staircases.  After overhaul these entered service, and whilst 
some retained open staircases at fi rst, the policy was to enclose these at the earliest 
opportunity.  The tenth purchase in 1935 was an odd Daimler CH6 with Hoyal body 
and it is suggested that this vehicle may have been at a ‘discount’ for Wally Alexander 
taking the other nine.  In any case, it was likely that Alexanders were offered fi rst 
option and were able to acquire the best of the bunch.  All were fi tted with Leyland 
8.6 litre oil engines either before or shortly after entering service.  Even the Daimler 
gained a Leyland engine but it was the fi rst withdrawal in 1938, the rest continuing 
in service for between fi ve and nine years.
 The following year, 1936, saw only four ex-Sheffi eld examples enter service 
but these came via Western S.M.T.   Again oil engines were fi tted before they entered 
service, and the four lasted until 1949-50.  Millburn also had ex-Wallasey and 
Cumberland TD1s available so that year saw a mixed bunch arrive at Falkirk. 

 Back to Sheffi eld, and a total of fourteen buses arrived via Millburn in 1937, 
including the solitary Titanic TT1, R91.  Most were converted to 8.6 oil engines 
and staircases enclosed where applicable.   Withdrawals took place as early as 1939 
in the case of R90, with the solitary Titanic being withdrawn in 1942 and going to 
Morrison of Tenby in 1944 after languishing at Millburn Motors for two years.   The 
last of this batch to go was R164 in 1950, still with its original body.
 Large batches of second hand Titan TD1s came from the Ribble and Wallasey 
fl eets but in 1938 a further eleven arrived from Sheffi eld and again received oil 
engines before entering service.   These lasted from between 1945 and 1952.      There 

The solitary Leyland bodied Titanic TT1, chassis 75005, lasted fi ve years in the Alexander 
fl eet.  Although its picture has appeared already in Torque (No.44) it is felt worth repeating 
it for completeness – it is also very rare and attractive!   
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were no more ex-Sheffi eld 
purchases until 1941 when 
six Cravens bodied Titan 
TD3c buses were purchased, 
but these may in part never 
have reached Falkirk but had 
been a speculative purchase 
against possible vehicle 
losses due to enemy action.  
Only R322 was retained; it 
was fi tted with a Leyland 7.4 
oil engine and the chassis 
was used for bodywork 
experiments post-war.   
 In 1947, a dozen 
Sheffi eld TD3 and TD4s 
were acquired, again via 
Millburn, but these had 
highbridge Cravens bodies, 
the TD3s of six and the TD4s 
of fi ve bay layout.   Five 
were not operated and were 
scrapped by Alexanders “on 
paper” in 1953 although it 
is likely that the running 
units etc. had been removed 
long before this, whilst the 
remaining examples, after 
refurbishment, ran until 
1955.  The 1947 purchases 

R203, seen in Methil, is one of the 1938 purchases of 
ex-Sheffi eld TD1s, now substantially rebuilt.   

R196 in the short lived ‘fl eetname above the windows’ 
livery which came post-war.  

The state in which the ex-
Sheffi eld TD3 and TD4s 
arrived can be seen here.  
It is hard to believe that 
after a great deal of work 
at Gallatown, this vehicle 
entered service as R619.
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R622, BWE 40  was a Titan TD4 with 5-bay body by Cravens.

The 1947 ex-
Sheffi eld Titans 
were of two types, 
both having 
Cravens bodywork.  
R611, a TD3 with 
6-bay body is seen 
in Dunfermline.

all operated in the Fife area due to their height.  These had originally been fi tted with 
torque converters, but by the time they reached Alexanders normal gearboxes had 
been fi tted.  Again, Millburn Motors was the source of most of these vehicles, but 
they almost certainly went straight to Larbert Road.
 We shall look at the ex-Wallasey Titans in a future article, but it is interesting 
to note that the only Wallasey all Leyland TD1 not purchased by Alexanders was 
illustrated in Torque 51 after conversion into a decorated fl oat.
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Ex Sheffi eld Titans etc. purchased by W Alexander & Sons
Fleet No. Reg. No. Make/model Sheffi eld 

No.
Chassis 
No..

Body/Seating New Acq. W/D

R50 WE2932 Leyland Titan TD1 33 70177 Leyland L27/24RO 8/28 6/35 6/49
R51 WE4380 Leyland Titan TD1 10 70694 Leyland L27/24RO 6/29 6/35 8/43
R52 WE2931 Leyland Titan TD1 32 70176 Leyland L27/24R 8/28 6/35 12/48
R53 WE5428 Leyland Titan TD1 19 70718 Leyland L27/24RO 8/28 6/35 6/48
R54 WE1465 Leyland Titan TD1 38 70050 Leyland L27/24RO 6/29 7/35 3/40
R55 WE3625 Leyland Titan TD1 21 70491 Leyland L27/24RO 12/28 7/35 6/45
R56 WE1466 Leyland Titan TD1 39 70113 Leyland L27/24RO 6/28 7/35 2/43
R57 WE1464 Leyland Titan TD1 38 70053 Leyland L27/24RO 5/28 7/35 7/45
R58 WE3624 Leyland Titan TD1 20 70490 Leyland L27/24R 12/28 7/35 5/48
RO80 WJ2039 Daimler CH6 137 9043 Hoyal H24/24R 7/31 6/35 7/38
R85 WE3702 Leyland Titan TD1 29 70497 Leyland L27/24R 1/29 7/36 3/48
R86 WE3623 Leyland Titan TD1 34 70346 Leyland L27/24R 12/28 7/36 3/49
R88 WE3701 Leyland Titan TD1 22 70498 Leyland L27/24R 1/29 7/36 4/50
R89 WE3703 Leyland Titan TD1 23 70499 Leyland L27/24R 1/29 7/36 3/49
R90 WE4374 Leyland Titan TD1 4 70690 Leyland L27/24R0 5/29 2/37 7/39
R91 WE4381 Leyland Titanic TT1 136 75005 Leyland L31/28R 6/29 2/37 7/42
R92 WE4372 Leyland Titan TD1 2 70689 Leyland L27/24R0 5/29 2/37 7/38
R164 WJ459 Leyland Titan TD1 59 71932 Leyland L27/24R 3/31 5/37 6/50
R165 WJ456 Leyland Titan TD1 56 71929 Leyland L27/24R 3/31 5/37 7/48
R166 WJ458 Leyland Titan TD1 58 71931 Leyland L27/24R 3/31 5/37 10/49
R167 WJ463 Leyland Titan TD1 63 71936 Leyland L27/24R 3/31 5/37 10/49
R168 WJ461 Leyland Titan TD1 61 71934 Leyland L27/24R 3/31 5/37 4/49
R169 WJ462 Leyland Titan TD1 62 71935 Leyland L27/24R 3/31 5/37 12/47
R170 WJ464 Leyland Titan TD1 64 71937 Leyland L27/24R 3/31 5/37 11/48
R171 WJ460 Leyland Titan TD1 60 71933 Leyland L27/24R 3/31 5/37 3/46
R172 WJ457 Leyland Titan TD1 57 71930 Leyland L27/24R 3/31 5/37 10/49
R173 WJ455 Leyland Titan TD1 55 71928 Leyland L27/24R 2/31 5/37 10/48
R194 WE6152 Leyland Titan TD1 151 70799 Leyland L24/24R 9/29 1/38 6/50
R195 WE6156 Leyland Titan TD1 355 70803 Leyland L24/24R 9/29 1/38 3/48
R196 WE7068 Leyland Titan TD1 158 71248 Leyland L24/24R 9/29 1/38 5/50
R197 WE7069 Leyland Titan TD1 159 71249 Leyland L24/24R 9/29 1/38 1/46
R198 WE7061 Leyland Titan TD1 161 71251 Leyland L24/24R 2/30 1/38 10/45
R199 WE6153 Leyland Titan TD1 152 70801 Leyland L24/24R 9/29 1/38 12/50
R200 WE6154 Leyland Titan TD1 153 70802 Leyland L24/24R 9/29 1/38 11/48
R201 WE6155 Leyland Titan TD1 154 70800 Leyland L24/24R 9/29 1/38 5/48
R202 WE7066 Leyland Titan TD1 156 71246 Leyland L24/24R 2/30 1/38 5/51
R203 WE7067 Leyland Titan TD1 157 71247 Leyland L24/24R 2/30 1/38 9/52
R204 WE7070 Leyland Titan TD1 160 71250 Leyland L24/24R 2/30 1/38 4/49
R322* WJ9091 Leyland Titan TD3c 91 3603 Cravens L27/26R 3/34 3/41 12/55
R323* WJ9092 Leyland Titan TD3c 92 3604 Cravens L27/26R 3/34 3/41 6/42
R324* WJ9093 Leyland Titan TD3c 93 3605 Cravens L27/26R 3/34 3/41 6/42
R325* WJ9095 Leyland Titan TD3c 95 3607 Cravens L27/26R 3/34 4/41 6/42
R326* WJ9090 Leyland Titan TD3c 90 3602 Cravens L27/26R 3/34 4/41 6/42
R327* WJ9094 Leyland Titan TD3c 94 3606 Cravens L27/26R 3/34 5/41 6/42
R611 AWB929 Leyland Titan TD3 129 4756 Cravens H29/24R 11/34 /47 12/55
R612 AWB942 Leyland Titan TD3 242 4759 Cravens H29/24R 12/34 /47 12/55
R613 AWB944 Leyland Titan TD3 244 4761 Cravens H29/24R 12/34 /47 5/55
R614* AWB945 Leyland Titan TD3 245 4762 Cravens H29/24R 1/35 /47 4/53
R615 AWB949 Leyland Titan TD3 249 4766 Cravens H29/24R 12/34 /47 12/55
R616* AWB950 Leyland Titan TD3 250 4767 Cravens H29/24R 12/34 /47 4/53
R617* CWB72 Leyland Titan TD4 234 9969 Cravens H29/24R 6/36 /47 4/53
R618* CWB74 Leyland Titan TD4 240 9971 Cravens H29/24R 6/36 /47 5/53
R619* CWB981 Leyland Titan TD4 272 10727 Cravens H29/24R 8/36 /47 4/53
R620 CWB986 Leyland Titan TD4 274 10732 Cravens H29/24R 8/36 /47 4/55
R621 BWE34 Leyland Titan TD4 281 7427 Cravens H29/24R 11/35 /47 12/55
R622 BWE40 Leyland Titan TD4 286 7433 Cravens H29/24R 11/35 /47 12/55
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A solid block of 100 Leyland Titans, or is it?  Nine wide, eleven deep, plus one PD1 at the side - can anyo
garage of Oldham Corporation Transport.  This massive garage had opened in May 1938 with a capac
buses.  Most of those that can be identifibuses.  Most of those that can be identifibuses.  Most of those that can be identi  ed are 1937/39 Titan TD5s with Roe or English Electric bodies, fi ed are 1937/39 Titan TD5s with Roe or English Electric bodies, fi
the chassis numbers from the PSV Licences – it would take all afternoon, but many of us did just that, inthe chassis numbers from the PSV Licences – it would take all afternoon, but many of us did just that, inthe chassis numbers from the PSV Licences – it would take all afternoon, but many of us did just that, i

NEARLY  ONE  HUNDRED  L
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anyone spot the rogue Daimler?  They were photographed on 9oanyone spot the rogue Daimler?  They were photographed on 9o th November 1953 in the Wallshaw Street 
pacity for 300 buses and the roof structure was such that there were no pillars or obstructions for the cpacity for 300 buses and the roof structure was such that there were no pillars or obstructions for the c
ies, and a few 1946/47 Roe bodied PD1s.  Imagine a young lad with his notebook and pencil, collecting 

at, including your editor nearly four years later!                   (BCVMT  L047463)nat, including your editor nearly four years later!                   (BCVMT  L047463)n
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Thanks to John Bennett, Mike Fenton, Peter Greaves, Mike Hickey, Dave Hurley, Jonathan 
Miller, Michael Modridge, Mike Sutcliffe, Martin Weyell and Nick Webster

Harrington bodied Leyland SKPZ2 Cubs   (Torque Nos.47-51)   
 We have had a number of different views on this subject, some quite strongly 
put, but the attribution of the original manufacturer of coach bodies in the 1920 and 
1930s is fraught with two problems.  The fi rst is that, before 1940, coachbuilders 
offered a variety of styles of structure as well as external and internal adornment 
and arrangements.  They had the skilled staff to build individual or batches of bodies 
to order as fashion was important to competitive operators.  A look at the pre-war 
production of Duple, Burlingham or Plaxton shows a variety of distinctive designs and 
this applied to Harrington also.  This changed post-war - perhaps to minimise build 
time and to maximise output, much of the output of the three was of standard designs 
with more limited changes negotiated with operators.  Variety passed to smaller and 
regional coachbuilders as we have seen.  The second problem is that by the late 1940s, 
ten year old coach built bodies required rebuilding/renovating and much of this work, 
even from large operators, ended up with smaller coachbuilders and appearances 
could change sometimes markedly when ‘modern’ fronts were grafted on.
 Harrington bodies are particularly subject to both diffi culties but there are 
clues to small features which are common to all Harrington pre-war bodies and those 
who have studied them are convinced that the listing in Torque No.49 for SKPZ2 
Cubs is correct.  Members can, and do, put forward differing views in this column 
but we trust that a considered conclusion will arise.  As a further challenge, we show 
two more Cubs kindly sent to us by Mike Fenton.
  What has happened to Shearing’s CTJ 443 (one of the SKPZ2 fi ve)?  Note the best 

of Harrington in the 
background.  Mike also 
sends a photograph of a 
re-registered Cub, LMG 
733, which is believed 
to have been EUW 53 
originally.  He also asks 
if anyone can provide a 
photograph of an East 
Lancs mid-1930s coach 
body that looks like that 
on RJ 9631.

(Ken Swallow)
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Wallasey Corporation Titans   (Torque Nos.48-51)
 Mike Hickey remarks that the Titan TD1 ‘Coronation Tableau’ no.33, HF 
5865, was used from April to June 1937 and then broken up for spare parts.  The 
engine and gearbox were fi tted to 1936 Titan TD4C no.20, HF 5236 by 1942 until 
1948 which puzzled him when he travelled on it.  

NIRTB/ Ulster Transport Authority, Leyland Titans  (Torque Nos.50-51)
 Jonathan Miller owns the only surviving NIRTB/UTA Titan PD2/1, MZ 7789 
(D927).  The initial letter denoted 
the year of build (A 1947, B 
1948 etc). The rear photograph 
displays the meticulous 
restoration.  Jonathan informs 
me that the upper rear emergency 
door was manufactured by the 
builder (although similar to the 
Leyland one), the glass aperture 
above the ‘153’ was to denote the 
‘NEXT BUS’ was service 153 if 
the bus was full (information to 
intending passengers I have not 
heard of before).  The number 
6937 in the nearside corner is 
the NI licence number and the fl ashers and tail lights are a mid-life retrofi t and very 
neatly done.  The platform doors and exit were the original provision.

New Zealand Movan, Leyland Tiger   (Torque No.50)
 Martin Weyell suggests that the Tiger may well be one of a batch of nine 
PS3/1 (OPS3/1?) supplied to Wellington City Transport with NZMB 37-seat bodies 
(Wellington 41-47, 50/1).

J Miller)

(P Grace)
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Imperial, Liverpool, Leyland Tigers   (Torque Nos.50-51)
 Torque No.50 featured a coloured view of KD 3627 with a Buckingham body; 
in Torque No.51 an unknown Tiger.  A much better view of the latter, from John 
Bennett is shown.  The large projecting device on top of the roof is believed to 
be an illuminated sign for Imperial.   However, all is not clear so I summarise the 
information provided.

 Imperial had fi ve (at 
least) early Tiger TS1 and 
2 models, some diverted 
from Chas Smith of 
Blackpool and some 
(these or others) handled 
by Rymers.  These were 
KD 3627 (chassis 60137), 
KD 5296 (60134), KD 
5354 (60163), KD 5370 

(60073) and KD 6265 (60161).  KD 5296 was a TS2 rebodied in 1939 by Harrington 
for Home James of Liverpool and survives in this form with Nick Webster.  Now 
for the problems –  KD 3627/5354 defi nitely had red and silver all-weather bodies by 
Buckingham of Birmingham, the former at least being ordered by Chas Smith.  It 
has been challenged that they should really be Burlingham but a Buckingham sales 
brochure exists with the coloured picture in it!  Four Imperial Tigers are believed to 
have been bodied by Hoyal in 1929.  So, what is the coach in the photograph?  On 
the basis that ‘earlier’ production rather than ‘later’ would have been shown to the 
press, it is probably either KD 5296 or KD 5370 (with the earlier chassis number) as 
both were delivered in March 1929.  But, could there have been seven Tigers?
 John Bennett has found this picture (in the OS Collection) of a Red & White 
Tiger with similarities in the body (note the canopy support) though without the 
“curvy” window tops.  Now, what is that in the background? – see new items, is it 
one of these?
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J Reed, Bebside, Northumberland, Tiger PS1, JP 7009  (Torque No.51)
 No-one has suggested a source 
for the Strachan body on JP 7009 (new 
to Smith’s, Wigan, 18, new 4/48) but we 
have a photograph of a similar coach 
for Webster of Wigan on JP 6514.  Both 
vehicles show an extension section in 
front of the (non-original?) windscreen 
which implies that the bodies were built 
for, or transferred from, shorter-cabbed 
chassis than the PS1.  Were these bodies really built for the PS1 chassis in 1948?

NEW ITEMS
Webber (Empire’s Best), London,  Leyland Tiger TS1 (60031),  MP 5420
 A very early TS1 chassis, but with a rather “modern” and strange-looking 
body (with separate cab) – what is this all about?

Wesley,  Stoke Goldingham, Leyland Tiger,  CS 5242, + Feltham Transport  
 Parked near 
Wembley Stadium 
in 1950, we believe, 
two Leylands with 
Alexander-ish bodies 
but that on the Wesley 
coach a particularly 
handsome affair.  The 
other is a Feltham 
Transport Tiger/ 
Lion?  What do we 
know of them?

(Dr M.A. Taylor)

(JF Higham)

(Alan T Smith via Alan B Cross
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Some of the photographs below, being from newspaper cuttings, are not up to our usual 
standard, but they are important to tell the story.
 You must have known that the article in Torque No.51 about the South African 
Titan T.D.1 demonstrator would disturb the calm at my home in Storrington! – indeed 
I could not resist adding a few comments and extra photos which really do add a bit 
more to the story which perhaps deserves a little more space.  Mike will remember, 
on one of our many visits to Stokes Hall copying and printing photos, we unearthed 
a number of old photo albums (mostly Mr Rostron, the Indian Sales Manager, on 
holiday with his Trojan etc), but the South African Cape to Jo’burg was also some of 
them.  There was a picture with the Titan bogged down in the sand – with Mr Brown 
“our native” digging out the rear wheels and of course, it must have been him again 
fording the river and fending off the crocodiles from biting those plump little 34x7 
pneumatic tyres, churning away at the back!  There was also a shot of the bus beside 
a huge tram in Durban.

 The T.D.1 (chassis 70031) would have carried one of the fi rst batch of ten 
bodies assembled, which began in November 1927 and included units for Lancashire 
United Transport, Glasgow Corporation, possibly Ortona Motor Co. and the other 
demonstrator TE 2943 (chassis 70014).  The very fi rst production Titan (chassis 70001) 
built for Lincoln was a one-off for the Commercial Vehicle Show of November 1927, 
whilst the prototype (chassis 60003) was busy demonstrating around the country.  
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These early Titans 
had saloon doors, 
a lower staircase 
panel and a built-
in rear registration 
fl anked by a 
“stop” light and 
a “Leyland” lens 
where later a 
destination box 
would be fi tted.   
They may also 
have enjoyed 
saloon heating!

 Bus 70031 was loaded at Birkenhead aboard Blue Star liner “Hyacinthus” but 
the photographs recording this seem to have been taken by the Press, not LML.  On 
arrival at Cape Town, sliding windows were fi tted to the upper deck off-side, canvas 
side protection screens provided and ‘trade plates’ CA 44A issued.  The pictures 
in Torque No.51 of the epic journey to Johannesburg offer ample evidence for the 
causes of the cracked cylinder head and clutch failure – the latter not unknown to 
operators back home until an improved unit was fi tted – but surprisingly there were 
no reported problems with sand in the carburettor or melt-down of magneto shellac.  
The average petrol consumption of 7.7mpg was remarkable in view of the terrain; 
a T.D.1 on Town service might achieve only 4 or 5 mpg – and the average speed of 
25mph was just over twice the current legal limit at home!
 All the municipalities visited were impressed with the bus and Leyland did 
secure orders, not for Titans but Long Lions.  However, Cape Town Tramways did 
take the bus into its fl eet registered CA 109 and indeed rebodied it with a Weymann-ish 
highbridge body 
and fi tted a later 
1930s (modifi ed) 
Leyland radiator, 
possibly also 
being fi tted with 
an oil engine.  It 
was eventually 
replaced in 
1957 by a PD2 
series Titan, also 
registered CA 
109.  A photo of 
the two provided 
by Graham Bruce 
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Shields together with a picture of the once “Veldt-Trekker” pioneer in retirement at 
the Princess Alice Home in 1965 as a play-bus? - a caravan? - or possibly store shed 
for Cape wines?
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 The Leyland Ashdod period has been another episode of the Leyland activities 
in Israel.  During the 1950s to 1970s more than eleven thousand Royal Tiger Mk 1, 
Mk2 and Worldmaster buses with locally built bodies dominated the roads. At the 
same time Leyland trucks became more and more popular.  It was in the beginning 
of the 1960s that Leyland became a partner in the Autocars Company, from Haifa, 
Israel.  
 Autocars built small cars made of fi breglass with the know-how of the British 
fi rm Reliant, among them the “Sabra” sports car which later became Reliant Sabre.  
The agreement between Leyland and Autocars resulted also in a monopoly given by 
the Government for the trucks and 
buses of the British fi rm in exchange 
for the assembly of their vehicles in 
Israel (including the Triumph 1300).  
This was the beginning of Leyland 
Ashdod.   

In the 1970s the Beavers and Hippos received 
an entirely new cab designed, made in Israel.  
Except the doors it was made of fi breglass.  
This was the result of the governmental 
demand for at least 30% of local input.
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 A plant had been erected at the port city of Ashdod in 1963.  Thousands of 
trucks, mainly Chieftain, Clydesdale, Beaver and Hippo were built together with 
chassis of Worldmaster buses.  They had some unique features which were a necessity 
in our hot country.  Truck drivers hated the cab over engine layout because the engine 
produced a lot of heat into the non air-conditioned cabin.  A new normal control and 
quite nice cabin had been designed for the Chieftain.  Also the Beaver and Hippo 
were developed and given the cabin which you can see in colour on page 42 of 
Leyland Torque No.50.  Another feature put in the trucks was the Pneumo Cyclic 
Wilson gear which was well known in the Worldmaster buses.  

During 1967-68, and as a result of the six days war, Israel needed tank transporters 
and Leyland Ashdod built many Contractors for the Israel Defence Force (and in 
1973 a few dozen for the civilian market).  1970 marked the heyday of Leyland 
domination of the bus and truck market here.  More than 5,000 Worldmasters and the 
some over 4,000 Leyland trucks dominated the roads.  The drivers liked their 
durability but the quality of the work at Ashdod was not satisfactory.

The badge fi tted mainly to exports, including buses to Romania.                       (Ori Baratz)

Leyland Ashdod during the mid 1964.   At far right you can see the Chieftain with the 
Israeli designed and made normal control cab.                (Earnst Owate)
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Leyland Super Hippo – note the fenders made of fi breglass as the result of the Government’s 
requirement for local input.  Later it developed to a fully designed local cab .  This truck 
was made at the mid 1960s and the small script under “Leyland” is in Hebrew “Leyland 
Ashdod”.                 (Israel Nachman)

 
 
 

With the LAD cab, Clydesdale trucks in one of the fi rst years of Leyland Ashdod, probably 
1965.  Note the imported cab over engine cabin which soon had been replaced by a locally 
designed and made fi breglass cab, now normal control and identical to the Chieftain.    
               (Israeli Kenworth Forum)
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 Throughout the 1970s things began to decline.  Leyland came out of the 
partnership with Autocars and the Government opened up the truck and bus market.  
The Leylands were no match to the modern Swedish and German trucks and buses.  
In 1973 the Ashdod plant was purchased by the importers of Mack and they began 
the production of these American Trucks.  The last Leyland came out of Ashdod in 
1978.  1985 was the fi nal production year for Ashdod because it was cheaper to 
import the Mack truck directly from the USA, so the plant closed.

 Today there are 3 or 4 Beaver trucks still operational and some more 
Leylands are preserved by private collectors or by the Israel Defence Force 
historical collections.  Egged Bus Company has a nice collection of Buses and a 
sole Beaver.  You can see the collection on their site at http://egged.co.il/Eng/
main.asp?lngCategoryID=3908.   Also there are two Worldmasters in a private 
collection.  One is fully restored and the other is in extensive restoration.  I am 
one of the owners of those two buses.  Their chassis were built at the Ashdod 
plant.

A Chieftain with Israeli designed and produced cabin, with the front grilles clearly taken 
from the LAD cab.  The Normal Control layout was because the drivers hated the engine 
being in the cabin and also because of the Governmental demand for at least 30% of local 
input in the production of a truck.  The cabin was made of fi breglass and again, the small 
script above the grille is in Hebrew “Leyland Ashdod”.                             (Amiram Ezrony)
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One of the preserved Worldmasters jointly owned by Benni Haspel together with three 
others.  It has a body built by Merkavim.                                                       (Benni  Haspel)

In the 1980s, loading Jaffa oranges onto a Chieftain which has an Israeli designed and 
made fi breglass cab.                                   (Israel Nachman)
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 Here are some numbers – out of 
thousands of Royal Tiger Mk1,  Mk2 and 
Worldmaster buses that were in service in 
Israel in the 1950s to 1990s, 3,600 of them 
were built in Ashdod over the years 1963 - 
1978.  90% of the whole quantity had Israeli 
made bodies (10 Panthers were built in 
Ashdod too).  5495 Leyland trucks were built 
in Ashdod.  The main types were Chieftains 

(1238),  Clydesdales (1474),  Beaver and Super Beaver (1695),  Hippo and Super 
Hippo (512),  Contractor (179) and Super Comet (392).  There were also 5 
Octopuses.
 The experience of Leyland in general and the Leyland Ashdod in particular 
taught the Israelis that monopoly takes a heavy toll of the economy; today the truck and 
bus market is open.  I wish to thank Dr. Eviatar Reiter, Mr. Yohay Shenar and Rami 
Ezrony for their help in producing this short article. 

Left – A local advertisement in 1969
Top – An Ashdod bonneted Beaver leaves the 
factory.                                  (Amiram Ezrony)

Here is an interesting 
photograph taken in 
1973, the year when 
Leyland Ashdod was 
taken over by the 
importers of Mack, with 
a Leyland Super Comet 
and Mack together in 
the yard of the plant.
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A preserved 1949 bonneted Tiger LOPS3/1, one of 25 operated by the Drom Yehuda Co-
operative, in the south of Israel,  with locally built 37 seat bodies by HaArgaz.  Drom Yehuda 
merged with Egged in 1951 and the bus is preserved at Egged Museum.  It is doubtful as to 
whether these were ever called “Tigress” as were the pre-War bonneted Tigers.   

(Benni  Haspel)

The East Lancs bodied LOPS2/3 (chassis 485869), operated by the Dan Bus Co.  marooned 
in fl ood water in 1951.  One double  decker still exists in Israel.           (Rudy Weissenstein)

OTHER LEYLANDS IN ISRAEL
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 The launch of the Gnu chassis at the 1937 Commercial Motor Show was 
yet another attempt to secure additional seating capacity within the constraints of 
the Construction & Use Regulations in force at the time. It received an enthusiastic 
response from two representatives of the Great Southern Railways Omnibus 
Department who travelled over from Dublin to the Show – Traffi c Superintendent 
Leo Maher and Running Superintendent W D McNally – as the following report, 
dated November 1937, from Omnibus Department Manager Robert D Griffi th to 
General Manager W H Morton shows:
 “Messrs Leyland exhibited an engine and chassis designed to take a single 
deck body with a capacity of 44 seats, also a similar chassis complete with body.
 The machine is of the 6-wheel type, but unlike the previous designs, it has 
a 4-wheel bogey in front, all 4 wheels being controlled by the steering gear, and 
covered by the coach work. The rear wheels are twin-tyred. The all-over length of 
the machine is 30’ compared with 27’6’’ of our 32-seater chassis, but in this new 
machine the fl oor space is 25’6’’ long, compared with 21’6’’ of our 32-seaters, the 
advantage being obtained by the fl oor space covering the front wheels.
 The seating arrangements are superior in that all passengers can face in the 
forward direction, the side seats over the wheel arches as at present designed having 
been eliminated, seeing that the body is higher than the front and rear wheels. The 
fl oor space is reached from the ground by 3 steps instead of 2 as at present, and the 
seats are consequently higher from the ground. Luggage boots are provided at the 
rear and on the near side underneath the fl oor.
 Three such buses would meet satisfactorily the heavy Limerick street traffi c 
which, at rush hours, has gone beyond the convenient capacity of 32-seaters, and 
their use would not involve the raising of the roof and entrance to the garage, as 
would be necessary if double-deck buses were used.
 Another valuable feature is that the roof could be used for luggage and parcels 
traffi c, even more extensively than with the 32-seaters. It is a great drawback to the 
double-deck buses that they cannot be used for parcels traffi c, a misfortune for us in 
the City services at Cork, where an excellent local parcels traffi c is lying waiting to 
be operated. These 44-seaters would be more valuable than double-deck buses on 
the Waterford/Tramore services, if any change were contemplated there. 
 This new type of bus can only be used effectually in limited numbers, as their 
comprehensive use would seriously affect the fl exibility of the whole of our services, 
and particularly in the matter of private hireage, in which they would not be nearly 
so convenient as the 32-seaters.
 I have yet to visit Mr. Liardet at Leyland, as he was out of England when I 
was over there last month; when I am there I will discuss with him the use, cost and 
other features of these new machines, and if there is one at Leyland I can inspect it 
and report to you further thereafter”. 
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 In the event, the 
enthusiasm of the GSR 
offi cials for the Gnu did not 
result in the placing of any 
orders; further GSR fl eet 
renewals comprised Tiger, 
Lion and Titan chassis. 
 It is interesting to 
speculate what type of 
body would have appeared 
on GSR Gnu vehicles if 
any had been ordered. It 
is likely that the Walter 
Alexander body fi tted to 
the two Gnus in that fl eet 
would have appealed to the GSR, but with the addition of a roof luggage carrier. 
Given that Alexander had already supplied CKD body shells for 55 Lion LT7 
vehicles placed in service by the Dublin United Tramways Company during 1937, a 
similar arrangement could have evolved in the case of GSR Gnu vehicles.

RECENT NEW BOOKS

Maidstone & District Motor Services         
          Richard Rosa has recently produced two excellent and very detailed books on 
the early history of Maidstone & District who, in addition to Hallfords and Tilling 
Stevens, operated a number of early Leylands.  The fi rst book covers the period to 
1915, the second from 1915 to 1922; they are an absolute must for the early historian 
and contain a wealth of information – details from  richarderosa@aol.com
The Newbury & District Motor Services Story  
          Society member Paul Lacey has just produced a new book on Newbury & 
District and this is his best book yet.  In addition to a large number of smaller vehicles, 
N&D operated 44 second-hand Leylands, including the Lion LSC3, LT1, LT2, LT5 
and LT5A, Leveret LA2 and Tiger TS1, TS2, TS7, TS8 and PS1/1.  Full details of 
the N&D fl eet, along with all absorbed operators and other smaller concerns are 
included in the text, along with route maps, details of premises and other specialised 
appendices.  This is a particularly interesting book, which gets down to the heart of 
what was going on in that period –details from  paul.lacey3551@btinternet.com  or 
good booksellers.
An incurable condition  
          Bernard Hayes has kindly sent a copy of his book for the Society archive.  
Bernard worked with Ribble Motor Services and the book covers many of his life 
experiences – it may not be for general distribution but if any Ribble enthusiasts were 
particularly interested it may be possible to put you in touch with him via the Editor.

(Drawings by Allan T Condie)
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There are as usual a number of letters which have had to be held over but please don’t 
despair if your’s is not included here, hopefully we can return to it in due course. 

Centre Spread Photograph in Torque No.51
 This must have been one of the most popular centre spreads in Leyland 
Torque, judging from the number of emails and letters received.   Thank you to John 
Bennett, Brian Blakemore, Gordon Brooke, Geoff Burrows, Allan Condie, Paul 
Edwards, Mike Fenton, Bob Kell, Geoff Lumb, Tim Moss, John Pollard, Ronald 
Redman, Brian Shaw, Roger Warwick, Malcolm Wilford, Brian Wright and Steve at 
the NBR!  These have therefore prompted me to include a bit about the locomotive 
and its contemporaries.
 The locomotive on the Leyland Bull TSQ3 lorry is one of a number of 1/3 
size locomotives designed and built at the Railway Foundry Works of Hudswell 
Clarke & Co. Ltd, Leeds in the early 1930s.   This one still operates on the North 
Bay Railway in Scarborough and is one of four similar machines now resident there, 
two having been built for the railway when new, numbers 1931 and 1932.  The line 
opened on 23rd May 1931 and they run between Northstead Manor Gardens and 
Scalby Mills (not far away from the famous “Corner Café”), with a track distance of 
approximately ¾ mile.
 Hudswell Clarke manufactured nine narrow gauge “steam outline” diesel-
hydraulic locomotives for use at amusement parks around the country.  The fi rst was 
a replica LNER Gresley “Flying Scotsman” A3 Pacifi c (4-6-2), Neptune, built in 
1931 at a cost of £1080, for the Scarborough North Bay Railway and it pioneered the 
use of the diesel-hydraulic principle for rail use.  It was Hudswell Clarke No.D565 
and had a Dorman 26hp engine coupled to a Vickers-Coates torque converter, driving 
an axle-mounted fi nal reduction box on the leading axle.  A second Pacifi c (No.
D573) of the same guage, 20 inch (510 mm), No.1932 Triton, was delivered in that 
year.  After the 22 weeks of the fi rst season No.1931 went back to Hudswell’s for 
refurbishment, and it is seen in transit on the Leyland Bull to the British Industries 
Fair, held at Castle Bromwich, Birmingham in May 1932.  The 5 Ton Leyland behind 
appears to have one of the carriages on board.  
 Also in 1932 they supplied a 4-6-4T, Robin Hood, to Golden Acre Park 
in Leeds followed by a 4-6-2, May Thompson, in 1933.  Next came 4-6-2, Mary 
Louise, and 4-6-4T, Carol Jean, to Blackpool Pleasure Beach for use on the 21 inch 
(530 mm) gauge Pleasure Beach Express in 1933.  A fi re in 1934 badly damaged, 
Carol Jean, so 4-6-2, Princess Royal, was ordered as a replacement.  They went 
on to build two more 4-6-2 class locomotives, Princess Elizabeth, and Princess 
Margaret Rose,  for Billy Butlin to use at the Empire Exhibition in Glasgow in 1938 
after which they were transferred to his holiday camp in Clacton when the exhibition 
closed.  In later years, Hudswell Clarke designed and built diesel locomotives for 
both main-line and private company use, mainly for use on shunting. 
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 Both 1931 & 1932 were under refurbishment earlier this year at Rail 
Restoration North East, Shildon, Co Durham in time for the 80th birthday of 1931 in 
May 2011.  Steve, from the NBR, believes that these are the oldest surviving diesel 
hydraulic locomotives in the World.
 Turning now to the Leyland lorries, and my original intention of including that 
wonderful photograph, it was to see if we could fi nd out if there is more information out 
there relating to the lorries of that famous coach operator Barr & Wallace Arnold.  They 
apparently started with Karriers but soon changed to Leylands in preference.  Malcolm 
Wilford has produced a list of what he knows about Robert Barr’s Leyland lorries and 
this is reproduced here.  Surviving Leeds registration records do not appear to add much 
so can any reader help to add more information or photographs of Barr’s lorries?    

Front Cover of Torque No.51 – From Maurice Doggett    
 The War Offi ce Leyland Subsidy A type DD bus, HK 2537, was one of a batch 
issued by Essex County Council to the War Offi ce for use by the Royal Flying Corps.  
It was fi rst registered on 14th November 1916 and originally carried a van body 
containing accumulator charging equipment.  It was painted in what was known 
at ‘Service Grey’ and the vehicle was originally allocated to the 39th Heavy Duty 
Squadron based at Salway Farm, Woodford Green, Essex.  On 14th June 1917 it 
was transferred to the RFC’s Aircraft Park at Farnborough, Hants.  The photograph 
depicts it with en ex-LGOC body and I would suggest that it was taken in the early 
1920s judging by the white bands on the caps of the RAF personnel on the top deck; 
the man standing by the radiator would appear to be a civilian. (Thank you for such a 
detailed report Maurice – Ed.)

Robert Barr, Leeds    -    Haulage Fleet
List of known Leyland Lorries

Reg. no. Model
chassis 
no

Body
Date 
new

Remarks

(UM 3014?) PH2 15610 Hinged sided Mar-26
TD 4017 PH2 15524 Platform & cab Nov-25 ex-Leyland Demo 9/26, L/L 10/38
NW 9527 GH4 13454 May-25 ex-Wallace Arnold C28x, by - /30
NW 9531 GH4 13453 May-25 ex-Wallace Arnold C30x, by 1/29

SQ2 16481 Hinged sided Jun-28
SWQ2 16700 Hinged sided Nov-28
Badger TA3 65169 Jan-29
SQ2 16926 Platform & cab May-29
SQ2 17331 Hinged sided Apr-30
Beaver TC1 66412 Nov-30

UB 4489 Bull TSQ3 66716 Platform & cab Nov-30
Terrier TSE6 3370 Sep-33
Badger TSA4 8528 Oct-35
     “         “    8531          “
Beaver TSC9 12310 Mar-37
     “         “    12455 Sep-36
     “         “    12456          “
Steer TEC2 14946 Sep-37
Beaver TSC12 14947 Aug-37
Hippo TSW15T 17234 Feb-38

FUM 614 Octopus 17453 Feb-38
Beaver TSC9 17898 Dec-38
     “         “    303256 Sep-39

JUA 325 Beaver TSC18 306945 Jan-42
     “         “    312701 Aug-42

JUA 604      “         “    312728 Sep-42
KNW  7 Beaver 12/IB 461386 Jun-46
KNW  8      “         “    461416          “
LUA 225 Hippo 19H/7 472001 Sep-47
LUA 224      “         “    472002          “
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Southdown Six-wheeler model – From 
Gerry Bixley
 I refer to the view of the model of 
the Southdown six-wheeled Tiger of 1934, 
a TS6T with Short Bros body, AUF 851, on 
page 43 of Torque No.51.  This model is not 
a manufacturer’s sample but is a 7mm to 1ft 
model, hand-built by John Lankester, a very 
accomplished model maker and a member of 
the Model Bus Federation.  It was built to a 
drawing by the late Tony Kay and the front 
destination panel is wrong (it should be a 
single panel without the word “Southdown”).  
Because John did not have a clear photograph 
at the time it was built in 1986.
 John has kindly sent me some 
photographs of other six wheeled Leylands 
and these are reproduced here.  Two are of City 
Coach Co. coaches, Leyland Gnu TEC2 of 
1939 and a Tiger TS7T, CUL 801, rebodied by 
Heaver in 1947.  The model was built in 1996.  
 There is also a model of a Southern 
National TS7D of 1937, bodied by Beadle, 
one of the Gardner 5LW powered buses, 
ETA 235.    He also included a model of a 
Hippo Tanker of Blaxall Murray & Co and a 
Southdown 1936 Tigress/Burlingham, CUF 
219, the drawings for which I produced for him 
in 2005. Geoff Kelland also confi rmed details 
of the Southdown model in the last issue. (Its 
high time we had an article on these Leyland six-
wheelers – would anyone like to have a go, with 
some help of course? – Ed)   

Mystery Lion – From John Bennett
 WE 8114 was a Leyland Lion LT2, 
chassis no.50984, with Burlingham coach 
body, new 4/30 to AF Hancock, Sheffi eld.  It 
had been sold by them by 12/34, and was later 
with LM Baines, Chertsey, being last licenced 
in 1949.  The mystery is – why is it with 
Lowland Motorways in Glasgow?  I suggest 
that there is a big gap in its history – who can 
help out here please?
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 Referring back to WE 5055, the excellent Leyland Tiger TS2 all-weather 
coach depicted in the centre spread photograph in Torque No.45 – we can discount 
Weymann as being the coachbuilder but, looking at the huge railway style door 
handles, is this a bit of Cravens’ evidence?

Ergo in Rockhampton, 
Queensland – From Phil Dixon
 Recently I was in Rockhampton 
Queensland, looking at a collection 
of Macks when on the return to the 
airport I spied two Ergos so, after 
checking in to see my 90-year old 
mother, I raced back to the yard where 
they were stored and grabbed a few 
shots through the fence.  Pity they are 
out in the weather, as one has had a 
lot of work done on it, and they have 
heaps of rain in that part of the world.  
I thought you may enjoy seeing these 
pictures.  (Thank you Phil – Ed.)

“Braidwood Bodied” Fire Engines – From Peter Barker, Darlington          
 I have belatedly been reading Torque No.45 which was one of the copies that 
originally went astray in the great Post Offi ce affair.  In that issue John Thompson’s 
letter describes the Rochdale Fire Engine as being a “Braidwood bodied pump”.  

(OS Collection)
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This reads as though Braidwood built fi re engine bodies, but, unless you are a Fire 
Engine expert, you may not know that there was no such fi rm and that Braidwood 
describes the style of bodywork.  
 James Braidwood was a cousin of my great great Grandfather, Ebernezer 
Braidwood and studied as a surveyor before going in to the prevention of fi res of 
property.  When London fi rst wanted to form a Fire Brigade Establishment they 
invited him to come South in 1830.  As well as organising the Establishment, he 
wrote works on Fire Fighting but also designed a new layout of fi re engine, the 
key part being that the ladder lay sloped over the centre of the horse-drawn vehicle 
whilst the fi remen sat in two rows, either side of the ladder, pointing outwards.
 This layout was used for many years, even into the motor age of the 20th 
century.  Unfortunately, James Braidwood was killed in 1861 at the Great Fire of 
Tooley Street in London, between London Bridge Station and the River Thames.  He 
was given a large public funeral and a memorial erected to him near the site, which 
is probably still there today.
 Braidwood was succeeded by Captn. Eyre Massey-Shaw CB, who was 
immortalised in Gilbert & Sullivan’s opera Iolanthe with the words about being 
saved from a fi re by “Oh Captain Shaw!”.
 So, Braidwood did not build fi re engines but he was responsible for the basic 
layout which was always known as a “Braidwood” – just to keep historical facts 
right, as ever.

Glasgow Corporation GB 1971, a magnifi cent Leyland F.E.3 6-cylinder, 80hp, fi re engine 
(chassis no. 11656) with Leyland built “Braidwood” pump escape body, new in September 
1922.                                              (BCVMT  LPF0863)
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FOR SALE

Leyland O.600 engine oil fi lters – the Greater Manchester Transport Society have 
commissioned a small production run of oil fi lters and now have further stock 
available for sale.  The price for each fi lter is £20 and includes the gasket for the 
fi lter housing lid.  Please email at gmts.co.uk or telephone on Weds. evenings 7.30-
9.30pm on 01612 051082 asking for Paul Wotton or Mark Prescott.   

Leyland Tiger TS1 Chassis – former Manchester 138 (VM4439), now a bare chassis 
frame and axles.  It is in Jasper Pettie’s possession at Lathalmond, and has been 
picked clean of all running units etc.  However at some time in the past it has been 
subject of some restoration. The frame has been red-leaded and is rust-free; the 
springs overhauled and the shackle pins replaced.  It is therefore far too good to cut 
up for scrap.  £100 to someone who can make use of it and who will collect from 
Lathalmond.   Phone Jasper on 01383 737260

 
COVER PICTURES  

Front Cover 
          The Shop Wagons of Leyland Motors Ltd. were always of interest and included 
some unusual and experimental lorries.   They are, however, frequently diffi cult to 
identify due to the fact that many ran on trade plates and it is therefore impossible 
to tie them down to registration details and Motor Tax records.   Don Hilton has 
searched through the chassis build records and feels reasonably confi dent that this 
left hand drive Super Hippo is chassis no.512389, a model EH3/AL, with line no.25, 
and engine no.600/81  No.1.  This means that it had the 81st variant of the O.600 
oil engine, with numerically the fi rst of that type of engine.  It was built in the 
Experimental Shop in 1951 and was dismantled in April 1959.   The picture was 
taken in the entrance to South Work, just outside the current BCVM building, with 
the end of the Thurston Road canteen building behind the Super Hippo.    
                 (BCVMT L046318,  March 1953)

Back Cover 
          Photographed from the Hough Lane end of Thurston Road, looking towards 
the South Works, with the famous Canteen building on the left, the Super Hippo 
on the front cover has not yet arrived at the South Works entrance (to arrive nearly 
two years later!)   At the entrance to the Canteen is Ribble Motor Services, Leyland 
Royal Tiger coach, DRN 710, a model PSU1/15 (chassis no.510801, line no.399) 
with Leyland C41C coach body.  It looks splendid as built, with its tapered lower 
panels for speed, soon after to return to South Works to be rebuilt with straight front 
skirts due to the foglamps becoming damaged by high kerbs.  

(BCVMT L042710,  April 1951)
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 Opinions and views expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the 
Society, its offi cers nor the Editor. The Editor would be pleased if members could bring to his 
attention any errors. Every effort is made to give due credit for all photographs and material 
used. Should there be any unintended breach of copyright, then the Editor must be informed 
to enable acknowledgement to be made. Under the Data Protection Act 1984, the Society 
gives notice that membership records, Leyland Vehicle Register details and Leyland Torque 
dispatch information are held on a data base. The Society undertakes that this information is 
not divulged to any outside agency or individual.
 This issue of Leyland Torque has been produced by Mike Sutcliffe, with additional 
help from Neil Steele. It was printed by Proco Print, Sheffi eld.  Distribution by RnB Mailing, 
Leeds. Items for inclusion in the Autumn 2011 issue should be sent to the Editor by 
20th July 2011.

 This East-Lancs bodied PD2/40, AED 31B, came from a batch of seven new 
to Warrington Corporation in 1964-5.   No.16 in the fl eet, when withdrawn in 1980 
it became a driver training vehicle, being described as “a good runner”.  Later it was 
repainted as seen in the blue and yellow livery of Warrington Coach Lines, a post 
deregulation subsidiary of Warrington Borough Transport.  The seats were removed 
and the lower deck became an “offi ce”, whilst some individual fi bre glass seats from 
Warrington 220 (Dennis Dart) were installed on the upper deck.  When Coach Lines 
was disbanded in the mid-nineties there was little for the vehicle to do, and it was 
sold for preservation in the Czech Republic.  It is seen here parked on the entrance 
road to Warrington bus depot, with a Leyland Lynx of Halton Borough Transport in 
the background.  (Ron Phillips)
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